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Source: http://www.geolimits.com/



Application of 

Formulae and 

Constraints for 

establishing the 

Outer Limits of the 

Continental Shelf



VIETNAM



Cross section of simple seafloor morphology

and gradients (after Symonds et al., 2000)

Identification of 

Base of Slope (BOS) Region

The base of slope is defined as:

“From a geomorphological perspective, 

the shelf in ideal cases is the part of the 

seabed adjacent to the continent, which 

forms a large submerged terrace that 

dips gently seaward. The breadth of the 

shelf depends on the geological 

evolution of the adjacent continent. The 

continental shelf extends seaward to the 

continental slope, which is characterized 

by a marked increase in gradient. The 

base of the slope is a zone where the 

lower part of the slope merges into the 

top of the continental rise or into the top 

of the deep ocean floor, in the case 

where no rise exists”.

[paragraph 6.2.2. of CLCS/11 (1999)]



Determination of Foot of the Continental Slope by means of Point 

of Maximum Change in the Gradients at its Base

second derivative
= change of the 

sea floor gradient 

first derivative 
= the sea floor gradient 

digital bathymetric 
profile

Which one is possible FOS?



Data Processing & Analysis

Comparison on selection of 

algorithms in Geocap and 

ArcGIS to determine FOS in 

2D profile and 3D map

BOS Region

FOS position, 2nd derivative = max

Red line = 2nd derivative

Profile distance

FOS1

2nd derivative

ArcGIS

i. Computation of curvature map 

(Curvature Spatial Analyst tool

ii. Generate 2D slope raster map 

(Slope Spatial Analyst tool)

Geocap Shelf Software Workflow

i. Generate derivative map     

ii.Generate Gradient band analys



Change of Gradient in Gradient Direction's (shaded with yellow)

in the vicinity of The Dangerous Ground process in Geocap
2D contour map demonstrate the continuity of continental 

margin of South China Sea process in Geocap

Result and Discussion

Gradient Band Analysis Map of The Dangerous 

Ground Area





Supporting Evidence from Geological and Geophysical Map



Updated Extended 

Continental Shelf (ECS) 

Areas

Source: http://www.continentalshelf.org/



There is a saying among seafarers that "the 

hardest part about captaining a ship is finding a 

ship to captain" (Carleton et al., 2000) 

- Thank You -


